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CHRONICLE N°10 

You are the Cassiopaeans, we are the LEOs! 
The moment has come to greet each other! 

This text, redacted to be sent by email as well, was first intended for the whole team that 
is working to get the extraordinary Cassiopaean teachings known. Its writing finally turned 
out to be a good opportunity to proceed to a small recap of our own journey, in order to 
perceive that a new sun was already preparing to illuminate the future years’ horizon. 

Hello Laura, Ark, and greetings to the whole team of the Castelsarrasin castle,


We have been sensitive to the sessions led by Laura, Ark and her close passionate team 
for some time. We often refer to them in our own writings, since we as well draw 
inspiration from the Cassiopeans teachings. They are among those having the most 
significant resonance with our own path.


Unfortunately, not being familiar with Shakespeare’s language and even less the scope of 
its subtility, we sometimes encounter some difficulties in perceiving more explicitly, not 
only the meaning of words and certain paraphrased constructions, but also the English-
speaking mind’s psychic functioning which, obviously, has little in common with that of 
the South of France. 


We are therefore well aware that, with the best will in the world, the translators of the 
sessions with the Cassiopaeans from English to French are not always able to clearly 
interpret the different reading levels or the energy’s frequency contained in their 
communications. And this can sometimes be a problem for readers, apprentice 
knowledge seekers.
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Thereby, the first obstacle that would prevent the exchange of clear and fluid information 
between French mind’s consciousness and that of the English-speaking mind, would be 
the language barrier. Fortunately, there are now automatic translators efficient enough in 
order to allow the human’s mind sense of deduction and its intuition to succeed in 
interpreting the Cassiopaeans’ teachings, and to understand them beyond the literal 
translation of words. Because it is precisely by appealing to this level of communication 
« beyond words » that we have been inspired to step in today.


So, who are we?


We are a small team of about twenty people from 5 to 75 years old, living in the same 
village in the Aude region (Albières - 11330).

Committed and passionate about the Quest for Knowledge, we were parachuted, just like 
you, in the footsteps of alchemists and initiates, to the “Queste of the Grail in the 
Pyrenees”.

(See for example the Dialogue with our Angel n°45

https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdofree.com/2016-dialogue-45/)


Nowadays, these alchemists would still take shelter there. So, we are neighbors!


Since 2003, most of us have been living on very few money and we are doing very well. 
And although we still are dependent on social incomes, in 2018 we created a “spiritual 
and material” school, simply funded by donations.


On the renovation work site of an old forest house, place that we called ‘ECOLEO’ (school 
of the LEO/lions), we spend part of the time on its rehabilitation and the other part, 
observing our respective behaviors, our attractions-repulsions towards one another, our 
soul’s wounds, our psychic functionings, our brakes and fears, and many other 
singularities that we discover for example through the name-clues system, the 
synchronicity law of events or the reading of their occult symbolics.

(See about this topic the Angel’s Notebook n°15 https://unfuturdifferent.jimdofree.com/
cahier-15-sand-jenael/)


Therefore, we are fully and daily invested in the applied learning of Knowledge.


It is in this way that we have understood that by sharing information drawn from our daily 
experiences, in which we conscientiously strive to decipher the clues, and as we let our 
readers benefit from our experiences regarding the liberating power of emotions through 
our own transformation work of the memories of the Self, we have never lacked of 
anything! And we are not just talking about money!
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This simply because we have Faith in the power of “the art of people” (money)  and in 1

the magic of a network’s soul group, many of which especially among the Francophones, 
are common to that of the Cassiopaeans.


Thereby, while observing and experimenting our daily life within the tribe, by particularly 
paying attention to our behaviors and agreeing to recognize our dark parts - our inner 
zombies -, we try best to apply this other aspect of a hidden knowledge, as being that of 
“our own Quest for Knowledge”.


Thus, through our quest, our team’s members had learnt from the Cassiopaeans that 
Knowledge could be revealed as a leading light that illuminates the world, that is, when 
information is expressed or brought towards and in the outer world.


However, we also perceived that this light-information could also begin to shine and 
illuminate the interior of our Being : our Self. And when this light started to illuminate our 
Self, it would also enlighten the path towards a new timeline, another future opened by 
our higher Self, to what we call the future Self.


To sum up, we discovered how those of our past could become those of our present  ; 
and how those of our present could become those that we already are in the future!


Thereby, our tribe was propelled in its quest through a sort of back door, a part hidden 
from the consciousness of many seekers. It would simply be the invisible part of 
Knowledge, an inestimable inner treasure that the Pyrenean alchemists had 
detected in the depths of the soul.


We therefore dared to explore realities and research leads that, according to all likelihood, 
the participants of the Castelsarrasin group did not raise much, sometimes even almost 
swept under the rug. Maybe there would be a good reason for this, as this type of quest 
was at first sight not your priority. As this form of quest is neither intellectual nor material. 
Rather, it would have to do with an inner and spiritual accomplishment.


So, obviously, you couldn’t do everything! For, by the masculine aspect, that is to say 
cerebral, pragmatic, rational, objective, scientific, the Castle’s team radiates in the world 
through the lighthouses of SOTT, CASSIOPEA or Quantum Future Group, the team first 
had to use all of its energy to illuminate this outside world of lies, corruption and illusion, 
in order to provide information to it in the light of the truth.


Let’s nevertheless remind ourselves that in the “quantum” double-slit experiment, the 
observer (the scientist) always seems to occult an essential point: what are the 

 “Money” means “Argent” in French, that we can decompose in the French language of the 1

“goslings” as “Art des Gens” - in other words “Art of People”.
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consciousnesses-intelligences which inspired the observer to install only two vertical slits, 
symbolic of duality? 


Would it be because some research paths and directions were not familiar to everyone 
yet? We then understood why the Cassiopaeans sometimes closed certain types of 
questions, or never answered them! Maybe because the Castle’s research group had not 
yet to commit itself further in this direction?


We can therefore understand why at times you might feel alone in the world, deploying 
the gigantic work that you have accomplished. However, we can already assure you that 
your work was not in vain! As other people who contribute to this work of research and 
spread of Knowledge, exist on the planet (we obviously do not include all the “Love and 
Light” nebula). And there, of course, there are not many of us, since few people truly 
understand the orientation of the soul in the Service to Others (STO) and consequently, 
few people talk about it.


Then in this case, there would indeed not be many beacons of truth lit on Earth yet. That 
said, at the foot of these few lighthouses, the ducts which separate the two worlds unveil 
and begin to become clearer!


Did the recent convergence of Saturn/Jupiter mark the passage to the Aquarian era? 
Perhaps so! Not being experts in astrology, we have nevertheless detected that despite 
the disasters and horrible things announced by Klaus Schwab at the Davos Forum, 
humanity is calling for transition, and the outside world is beginning to change. And it is 
probably for this reason that some of the disasters expected by the Globalists seem not 
willing to occur. At least, not the way the Service to Self (STS) operators planned them!


However, these huge chaos’ plans that are organized on the planet at the moment, had 
been announced for a long time already. Some of our ancestors and initiates in the 
Pyrenees have even left clues to warn us!


Therefore, as for us, and in our own paper chase, the first clues about the transition of our 
reality to the 4th density, were suggested to us by our historical researches about the 
language of the “goslings”  (and not “birds” as the legends would suggest) and 2

especially, thanks to our field investigations.


The language of the “goslings” (the language of Oc), in other words “the goose’s chicks 
dialect” , was a means of communication (spoken, coded or secret) composed of signs 3

 “The language of the goslings” is called “La Langue des Oisons” in French.2

 “The language of Oc” means “la langue d’Oc” in French. Here is the twist : “Oc” is in fact 3

referring to “Auca” (pronounced “oca”) in the Occitan language, to designate the goose.
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and fragmentation of the meaning of the words, a kind of dialect used by the Cagots of 
the Pyrenees living in the “Languedoc”  region.
4

This patois (or “goose[s]’s leg[s]” ) was used to indicate or signal to “future knowledge 5

seekers”, namely those we are today, some of the secrets of hidden Knowledge.


The Cagots were among these people, carpenters and stonemasons who, on the way of 
Saint James, participated among other things in the construction of the cathedral of 
Auch. They were precisely those who had engraved the name of Knight and the birth date 
on the floor of this cathedral. They were those initiates who left numerous clues and 
artefacts non-visible in the mountains for the lay persons, but which nevertheless 
remained readable by the individuals to whom they were intended!


Then why did these alchemists of the soul strive to leave such clues? Why did the 
Cassiopaeans tell Laura and her relatives to leave the United-States and settle in the 
South of France, and not somewhere else in Europe? Why was she looking for an enclave 
of alchemists in the Pyrenees? There is no such thing as chance!


In French, an alchemist is an “initiate” who indeed works to “alchemize” or to transform 
the soul’s memories. In his crucible, in other words, within the Self/Being and once out of 
the ego, the alchemist transforms lead - the heavy wounds or the soul's traumas -, into 
GOLD.


Transposed into the periodic table of the elements, this is the transformation of lead : 
n ° 8 2 P b ( o r f r e n c h a b b re v i a t i o n o f t h e w o rd “ P r o b l e m ”  h t t p : / /
dictionnaire.sensagent.leparisien.fr/pb/fr-fr/), into n°79 Au or Gold : or Treasure , which 6

means wealth.


Wouldn’t this “treasure/treize-or” , also refer to the thirteenth chromosome inserted into 7

the non-coding DNA which would contain this hidden treasure, its inner wealth? The non-

 The designation of the region of “Languedoc” is composed of the french words “Langue” 4

which means “Language” and “Oc” which means “Occitan”. As explained above, “the Occitan 
language” is referring to “the language of the goslings”.

 In French, “Patois” is composed with the words “Pattes” which means “Legs”, and “Oie” 5

which means “Goose”. The goose’s leg is the identification sign that the Cagots had to wear on 
their clothes.


 “Treasure” is “Trésor” in French, composed of the words “Treize” which means “thirteen”, and 6

“Or” which means “Gold”. Therefore the inner “treasure” would mean to transform lead in order 
to have “much gold” inside yourself. 

 The word “Trésor” in French is also pronounced-heard as “Treize-Or”. “Treize” stands for 7

“Thirteen”, and “Or” means “Gold”.
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coding DNA would be linked to this reservoir of information that both influences and 
informs us. And thanks to the properties of this famous morphogenic field and the “magic 
of epigenesis”, we would contribute to the transformation of our ancestors and future 
generations’ genetic programmes. 


Our non-coding DNA, would therefore contain the past and future history of humanity and 
would possess a sort of memory programme which would change according to our 
emotions. We could therefore, thanks to certain properties of consciousness and 
imagination, re-programme our genome, then our reality. 


To discover in oneself this knowledge lurking in the shadows, would lead to full 
consciousness; both that of the hidden and that of the known. This knowledge, this 
famous “treasure/treize-or” hidden inside ourselves, would refer to the discovery of 
hidden knowledge, the inner dialogue and the process of reflection or mirror.


Moreover, the number 13, omnipresent in spirituality, would relate to the absolute 
fulfillment, to the integration of knowledge and to the vision of the hidden, which would 
lead to the spiritual accomplishment. 


In this way, thanks to the properties of this resonant vibratory field, we could by our own 
transformation, offer to the soul of our ancestors and to that of our future generations 
(“alter ”: other ourselves on a line already realized in the past, or potential in the future), 
the freedom to choose to change direction.


This would also mean that non-coding DNA would carry our programmes of Wanderers, 
time travelers, which, through this transmutation work, we would be able to awaken. 
Transforming the DNA of our inner Being, would then indicate that we would acquire a 
greater soul richness by sharing  the art of people , thanks to the transgenerational and 8 9

transdimensional rapprochement of the Self!


Then, the means (GOLD, including the financial means - money ) would arrive when we 10

dare to identify our inner zombies, together, as a family, as a group, or as a tribe. This 
intimate work achieved with others, would then reactivate this thirteenth chromosome, 
which would be that of our belonging to a family of souls, to the tribal unity…, especially 
when we learn to network with the deep intention of the Service to Others.


 “Sharing” is “Partageant” in French. In the language of the goslings, this word can be 8

decomposed into “part-âge-en”. “Part” in French refers to the “parts” which we are carrying 
inside ourselves ; “âge” means “age” and refers to the trans-generational heritage which we were 
incarnated with ; “en” means “in” referring to the “inside” of our own self. Therefore, “part-âge-
en” would mean to carry the parts of our trans-generational programmes, the ones of our 
ancestors, inside ourselves, in order to resolve them.

 See footnote n°19

 See footnote n°110
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Let’s move on then!


In phonetic French, the language of the goslings decomposes the words “Laura Knight” 
into: “L’OR À KNIGHT” or “L’Au-r-à Knight”  which means the gold of the servant, or the 11

knight-servant in genuflection position. Laura has indeed already started to discover the 
etymology of her name, however, in our humble opinion, it was only the beginning of a 
paper chase! Perhaps she should question herself whom she would be serving as a 
knight?


However, for the moment, Laura and her team are apparently sleeping on a treasure 
within the alchemists’ enclave that she was supposed to discover in the Pyrenees. 
Obviously, the C’s who represent the psychic and mental energy of the group members of 
the Castelsarrasin Castle “in the future” - that is to say the superior soul or the Mother 
Soul of the group -, guided Laura towards the South of France. Quite simply, because 
connected to the morphogenetic field of “her group”, Laura knew how to turn on the 
leading light that would illuminate the outside world, but also, so that she could finally 
start to discover the deep reason of her presence in France. 

And she would still be concerned about finding money?


This paper chase could reveal things nearly endlessly. Just an example: How could the 
inhabitants of the “of the Saracens” solve together the existential “Pb ” (problematic), 12

with each other, and proceed to their emotional and inner “cleaning” by supporting each 
other?

 

(The word “Saracen” was not always used to refer to Muslims, but it also means those 
who behave like pagans or bandits! 
https://www.histoire-pour-tous.fr/dossiers/5181-les-sarrasins-en-france-au-moyen-
age.html ) 

Would the dream of Ark which was proposed to him in 1997 or 1998 related to the 
zombie, not simply be an invitation to undertake a little interior cleaning (deprogramming) 
- in order to transmute his PB into GOLD -, supported by the good souls of the group? In 
our humble opinion, certainly! It is therefore not a question of burning sage, sprinkling salt 
over the doorsteps and sweeping the memories of the soul under the carpet, even if this 
metaphorical humour was only implicit!

https://cassiopaea.org/forum/threads/session-31-december-2020.49951/


 In the name Laura, “L” stands for the french article “L’ ” which means “The”. “Or” means 11

“Gold” and “À” expresses the concept of belonging. In this sentence the “Gold of the Knight” is 
nothing else than the inner gold that Laura carries ! In the same way, “L’Au-r-à Knight” bares the 
same meaning as “Au” and is the chemical designation for “Gold”.

 See the element n°82 of the Periodic Table of the Elements. Lead stands for the abbreviation 12

Pb.
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Doing a little interior cleaning, would for example mean, trying to understand the deep 
message of the 666 of his hospital room. Not necessarily indicating that Ark should 
expect a bad omen, could this number be the harbinger of a new window of opportunity 
which would be offered to him, if he would open up to other potentials of reflection? 
Would it then not be possible to see the 666 as a beginning of transformation, an 
opportunity to open up to other types of information? This 666 is a symbol of Knowledge, 
especially for mathematicians!  


See for example :

http://www.rennes-le-chateau-archive.com/numerologie_666_1.htm (page 1)

http://www.rennes-le-chateau-archive.com/numerologie_666_2.htm (page 2)


As a high level scientist, maybe could he allow himself to take a greater interest in the 
universe’s symbolic, alchemical, mathematical and geometric language, supported above 
all by the womankind, who carry in their mitochondria the codes of transformation of the  
group’s “ethical genes ”? Chance never exists in the universe’s functioning!
13

Also, during our researches, we were for example led to discover on many occasions 
curious symbols engraved in the rock. They are “crosses in the circle”, figures that can be 
found a bit everywhere in the Pyrenees, especially in the Aude. Would they represent 
another avenue to explore? Perhaps Ark, as a mathematician, would have information to 
share about the geometry of these “crosses in the circle”, sometimes engraved on rocks 
in improbable places?


 In French, “Génétique” is composed of the words “Gènes” which means “Genes”, and 13

“Ethique” which means “Ethics”. The “ethical-genes” refers to the real human being’s genome 
to become.
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We understood that this enigmatic symbol, a hybrid figure of the Cathar cross and the 
flattened star-shaped tetrahedron, that is to say the Jewish star, could refer to a hidden 
knowledge possessed by the Templars.


The figure of the tetrahedron would symbolise the primordial vehicle, imbued with the 
energy fields of the soul’s consciousness that travels through densities. In 6th or 7th 
density, this vessel would represent the Merkaba which, such as a time crystal, would 
possess an atomic structure that regularly repeats itself in space and time.


So, we are not going here to detail our incredible researches on the alchemy of Being, but 
we simply inform you that there exists in the Pyrenees, numerous other exciting tracks to 
explore left by our predecessors, precisely to help us remember who we are and what we 
have come to do “here below”! The clues that they had scattered in their time, were 
predestined to those who, in the future, by appealing to their intuition, would remember 
the codes of alchemical language.
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This famous language of the goslings provides an extraordinary means to decipher a 
profound and intelligent symbolism which - like the Sumerian syllabary which some call 
the green language - decomposes and modifies the meaning of words.

French being potentially one of the richest and most demanding languages to solve this 
kind of secrets, it allowed us to make our way through the Pyrenees, in search of our 
memories of the soul. There are thus many priceless treasures still hidden on the path of 
the alchemists, as on our respective paths. Often, we don’t even know that we “deeply 
slumber upon it”!


These “inner treasures” - which would unveil other planes of soul’s existence - , are 
sometimes revealed to us at very precise moments in our earthly journey and are often 
conveyed by the capacity or intelligence that water possesses (cellular liquids inside the 
body, and the water outside of the body) to restore the resonance frequencies of our own 
memories. Their reminiscences can therefore sometimes be manifested in images, by our 
proximity to a fountain, a well, a stream - which then act as a natural psychomanteum.


It is also in this way, when we were led to live at the foot of the castle of Bézu, near the 
well of Barruteaux, that some memories of Cathar and Templars’ lives came back to our 
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Example of one of the many psychomanteum photos we made

A hand in the water and its detailed result ; portraits of entities appear



Consciousness.  
(Cf. The Call of the Cathar Country: https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdofree.com/
notre-histoire/5-l-appel-du-pays-cathare/)


Sometimes also, these memories appear in our dreams, hence maybe, as suggested by 
the Cassiopaeans to Ark in the last session, to pay more attention to his visions.


Then, since Laura and Ark still care about money to remain a lit beacon in the world, we 
felt the moment to come forward and to reveal our existence to offer them some comfort.


Our support is therefore not material. However, as we are obliged to respect the free will, 
we can only offer you some clues, so that the SOTT and Cassiopaeans transmissions 
lighthouse, can continue to shine during our transition to the 4th density.


Also, while the team of the “Saracens Castle” was illuminating the outer world with the 
light of truth, the work of our group, supported by 6th density “geneticist mothers”, was 
to work to enlighten our inner universe. By the way, we are still pursuing it during the 
worlds’ transition!


Our inner universe is this world of the infinitely small, of the atom, of our genes, of our 
mitochondria, of body interstitial waters, of genetic programming, of the cellular memories 
of the soul… Bathing in an aquatic environment, it is this microcosm which, is both matter 
and non-matter, wave and particle. And which, like the planet Earth, bathes either in fresh 
water, or in salt water.


Then, should we not also inform and enlighten our inner universe by the light of truth, in 
order to alter its resonance towards the outer worlds? That is what the LEOs are striving 
to achieve.


We understood that if each individual in our little group and its network, could change his 
inner world, by awakening certain parts of his genome by a tiny but powerful resonance 
coming from the higher Self, which is simply Faith, this change would also be expressed 
transdimensionally, in the reality of our outer world.


As according to the reality that the soul inhabits, this tiny so-called non-coding part of the 
human genome, would possibly be organized according to densities, either around a 
carbon core, or a silicon one. Whereas the cellular memories of the human transported in 
the soul’s neutrinos, would “be” in the worlds of the invisible, of the energy or of the 
universe’s dark matter.


These are then all of the unsolved programmes (or human karma), that is to say some of 
“our memories” mainly vibrating their resonance in the antimatter of an unsolved past or 
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future, that we call “alter”, which would be those dark shadows or flyers that Castaneda 
talks about, or even maybe, that zombie that Ark perceived in his vision. Sometimes too, 
they would be those disembodied beings wandering in the astral which have not yet 
found the light of truth. This because their “more elevated part”, reincarnated in the 3rd 
density worlds, has not yet found it either, or even rejects it.


It is therefore only through this work of illuminating our dark parts, which sometimes also 
are our ancestors who have remained to wander in the astral worlds, that simply, through 
this search for Knowledge spontaneously fortified by the thought forms of the cometary 
viruses, we were beginning to let the human being’s neo-genome hatch.


Thus, through our consciousness change, we understood that thanks to the influence of 
the epigenesis which was handed over by the codons of our “etheric DNA”, we could 
offer to our dark parts in the past and in the future, “light-truth-information” which would 
free them from their density.


For it is only thanks to this group work that our ancestors, “enlightened” by the reality 
verified in our present of 3rd density of the Service to the Self, will also be able, when they 
make their choice using their free will, to change density.


The secret of this alchemical work is indeed revealed only in filigree in the book of 
Revelation 20:5 translated from the Greek. It would lead to the first resurrection, that of 
the “Saints dead as Christ” who, at the sound of God’s trumpet, would rise first.

In other words, it is only when the “initiates have truly awakened”, that humanity’s 
awakening will follow.


This chronology is therefore clearly explained by the “initiates’ awakening” or the 
resurrection of the living in the present, then followed by the “awakening or resurrection of 
the dead”!  
http://apocalypse.eschatologie.free.fr/apocalypse-20/la-premiere-resurrection.htm


However, this “detail” is usually carefully forgotten in the Roman Catholic Bible! And for 
good reason!


As to awaken the so-called non-coding part, this “treasure” which contains the Christic 
particle, the ethical gene or KIRISTOS in Sumerian (in other words the genetics of the 
“sons - and daughters - ardent of life”), we also had to accept to see an other aspect of 
the Service to Others, that of being able to offer our disembodied alter/ancestors, the 
possibility that they too could change density! Not having a physical body, it is only 
through our researches and our openness to their existence and presence, that they 
could benefit from the information to change their own plane of consciousness and 
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reality. This work would indeed correspond to the eschatological writings of the end of 
times.


This stage of “illumination of the world of the deceased, through the Service to Others”, 
would correspond to the souls’ resurrection, that is to say, their release out of the no-time 
zones. This world of soul rest, in which they could decide whether or not to reincarnate in 
densified worlds, we called it 5th density. Did not Julius Caesar inform us in one of the 
sessions, that when the time came, he would in all likelihood be reincarnated in 4th 
density?


Admittedly, it is almost logical and automatic that the journey to the Service to Others 
involves a lot of pains, since people generally remain deaf to what their soul tells them. 
Most of them prefer to sweep under the rug what it seeks to communicate to them.


And since these people persist in their denial, ignoring the real significance of the 
alchemical work of the soul and not mastering the alchemists’ language, they fall 
seriously ill, prospect the hospitals in the search of a miracle cure and let themselves 
believe in a remission.


However, should not Knowledge shine through all of us, to also free ourselves from 
suffering or at least, contribute to reducing our wounds?


To heal the traumas of the soul, through our work as a tribe, just like the first peoples or 
the Real people, would it not open up to this potential of a temporal line diverging from 
that of the artificial intelligence world, money, power over the matter of the Service to 
the Self?


Didn’t the Cassiopaeans say that in 4th density, we would not be slaves of matter 
anymore, but that matter would be at our service? They most likely did not tell us that we 
had to master the matter! And there, is all the difference!


In the French language for example, the disease is symbolic of “what the evil has said ”  14

or what the soul is trying to tell us. Maybe it would not always be about counting on the 
progress of the medicine to relieve our ill-being, or to call on Cassiopaeans to solve 
personal issues? They sometimes refer to it themselves. Maybe should we also learn to 
read between the lines and try to perceive their subliminal messages. Our guides only 
intervene to orientate us in our research, not to give us the solution!


 “Disease” is “Maladie” in French, which can be decomposed into “Mal-a-dit” . Thereby, the 14

word “Mal” means “Evil”, and “A dit” means “Has said”. Therefore a “disease” would refer to 
“what the evil has said”.
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To conclude, it would also seem that the Cassiopaeans had clearly specified in their 
communication of the 12.31.2020 that:


Those who can give more should do so now more than ever. As we have said 
before, money equals energy. That energy helps all of you to carry on and 
strengthen the center. If the center holds, so will the spokes and satellites. The 
PTB are trying to make it difficult or impossible. But the center must hold for all. 


We here urge all your members to do all they can. There is much more turmoil to 
come. The hope of your realm rests on your network. It would be a shame to 
waste that hope.

https://cassiopaea.org/forum/threads/session-31-december-2020.49951/


That is what we are responding to today. Not only, because we are all involved in the 
physical and spiritual healing process of humanity so that it can absorb the frequencies of 
4th density, but we are also involved in that of the members of your circle, so that they 
may continue to make the lighthouse of Knowledge shine over the world.


The translators of the Cassiopaean’s material have enlightened us in multiple fields for 
years! However, rather made up of intellectuals, scientists, researchers, always having the 
need to look for Cartesian and pragmatic proofs to a problem, would it not be high time 
for them also, to look more closely into the signs symbolism, synchronicities, and to let 
their intuition speak? The universal language of the 4th density could be offered to them, 
to also finalise the alchemical work of their Being.


Therefore, would it not be fundamental to be able to notice that the hope for a better 
future is synonymous with an unsolved future?


Should we not also learn to change our perception of reality? Maybe is it already time to 
let ourselves slide into the white rabbit hole?


The worlds’ separation is underway! It will soon be of little use to enlighten the old world  
of 3rd density during its collapse. And in our opinion, at the tunnel exit, our journey 
towards a new temporal line will bring together, in 4th density, tribes and groups into 
larger networks: tribal genetic collectivities, soul communities, which will no longer have 
much to do with parental families, nor with the ancient societal and political standards of 
humanity of 3rd density.


We therefore do not need to worry about Trump or Biden winning the game, nor to be 
concerned about the vaccines’ composition. 
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https://cassiopaea.org/forum/threads/session-31-december-2020.49951/


(Just for information: in our paper chase, we discovered that 
Donald is a Scottish name, from the Gaelic Domnall, Dumno-valos 
- dumnos of the proto-celtic “world from below”… , and valos “he 
who reigns, prince, sovereign” , in short: “the one who rules the 
worlds below”. 
“Trump” derives from the former French Trompeor, the “trumpets’ 
maker”! Information perhaps to be linked with the last trumpet of 
the Greek Revelation book?). 
                                                                                     

This puppet show is only a diversion orchestrated by the 4th 
density’s entities, which have themselves put Trump into power 
instead of Hillary Clinton, so that in accordance with the biblical 
eschatology, the end of times can unfold!


We really should come to understand that, whatever people do or think, the elites who 
govern the World will not allow anything to change their plans, since it would compromise 
their mission which, despite what we might think, remains consistent with the Law of 
ONE.


So, in the same way that climate disasters would reflect the world’s madness, the battle 
that takes place in our outer reality between all of these zombies-psychopaths, is only 
the reflection of our own conflicts, wounds, soul’s traumas, deeply buried within our 
Being. 


The games of these puppets are therefore only diversions to move us away from our 
true inner work. Finally, the one who has understood it, will truly fulfill his duty of 
alchemy of the Self and will not even have the opportunity to get vaccinated! 


Then, if we manage to stop “vibrating” our inner conflicts, 

-progressively, by simple resonance, the people’s oppression will cease on Earth,

-progressively, by simple resonance, climate disasters will limit their impacts during the 
terrestrial changes,

-by simple resonance as well,  balance and peace will rise among the new humans!


It is therefore absolutely not about meditating in silence for the world to change, but we 
must gather all of our forces and our mutual abilities (therefore, the art of people!), so that 
our future consciousnesses of 4th and 6th densities can finally proceed to the 
harvest!


Ordinary people could never imagine how exhausting the path full of obstacles towards 
the Knowledge of the Service to Others is. This is madness! However, opening this path is 
vital, even often amusing!
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In reality, 

they are not after me, 

they are after YOU!

I’m just on the way




Thus, there will never be an “exterior” savior, to free the world. It is an illusion! We had to 
do it ourselves, because we are the ones we expected! 

You are the Cassiopaeans, we are the LEOs! The moment has come to greet each other!


Sand and Jenaël and the LEOs’ team of Albières
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